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SUMMARY

Monitoring hydraulic fracturing is important for optimizing
well-completion and well-spacing. Monitoring efforts, so far,
are limited to observing micro-seismic activity, shear-wave
shadowing and velocity changes from a neighboring monitor-
ing well. The advent of Distributed Acoustic Sensing (DAS)
has allowed us to monitor changes from the treatment well it-
self. We describe a novel active-source seismic experiment
with DAS in a treatment well and discuss time-lapse changes
due to hydraulic fracturing. We observe amplification and at-
tenuation of direct P-waves above and below the plug for each
stage, respectively. These strong time-lapse changes appear to
be long-lived, at least over a period of 10 days. The time-lapse
phase changes are small and hard to interpret. We believe that
the amplification in the stimulated zone is related to formation
changes and the attenuation is probably related to fiber cou-
pling changes. Though the current geometry is not ideal, DAS
is promising for hydraulic fracture monitoring.

INTRODUCTION

Hydraulic fracturing is a common method for developing low-
permeable unconventional reservoirs. It is the process of break-
ing a low-permeability reservoir rock using a pressurized fluid.
Compared to the original rock, the stimulated formation has a
much larger volume with permeable connection to the well.
Stimulation is done after the borehole is drilled, cased, ce-
mented and perforated in the zone of interest. A well is hy-
draulically fractured/stimulated in stages (position along well
of the desired stimulated zone), starting from the bottom of
the well and moving progressively up. Before stimulating a
particular stage, a plug is placed in the borehole just below the
stage to isolate the lower section of the well (which has already
been stimulated). Then perforations are made in the zone to be
stimulated, using a perforation gun that fires shaped charges
through the casing and cement. After perforating, frac-fluid
mixed with proppants (typically sand grains) is pumped at high
pressures to initiate and propagate the fractures to a desired ex-
tent. After injecting the desired quantity of proppant, the well
is shut-in and the pressure is allowed to slowly deplete. Af-
ter stimulating the desired zones, plugs for all the stages are
drilled through to allow production from all stages

There is great benefit in optimizing the parameters of the hy-
draulic fracturing process, including such things as well-spacing,
perforation choices, stage height, injected fluids and proppants.
This optimization can be greatly improved by making mea-
surements on the hydraulic fractures as they are created and so
monitoring methods form an important part of industry R&D.
One possibility that has been discussed for many years is active
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seismic monitoring with down-hole geometries (eg. VSP ge-
ometry). Turpening (1984); Turpening and Blackway (1984)
looked at fracture monitoring using time-lapse VSP in a zone
severely fractured with explosives. They observed large shear
shadowing for receivers in close proximity to the zone and
at larger distances no shadowing was observed but a conver-
sion from SV to SH waves was seen. They observed a shad-
owing effect in P-waves as well. Fehler and Pearson (1984)
describe a similar experiment but for hydraulic fracturing re-
placing explosive fracturing. They observed no changes in
P-waves, but shear wave shadowing while the fracture was
pressure propped. Wills et al. (1992) measured the cross-well
transmission of P and shear waves during hydraulic fractur-
ing. Shear waves were attenuated (and phase shifted) at the
beginning of shut-in and the signal came back within about
an hour, in agreement with interpretations of fracture closure
during leak-off. No significant effect was seen on the (noisy)
P arrivals. Meadows and Winterstein (1994) conducted an S-
wave transmission experiment with time-lapse VSP in a mon-
itoring well and a S-wave source on the surface. They de-
tected both direct and scattered S-waves. Scattered S-waves
disappeared one hour after the shut-in consistent with frac-
ture closure. Shear wave splitting was evident and changes
were observed only in the shear wave polarized perpendicu-
lar to the fracture. However, it recovered the pre-stimulation
wavelet after one hour. Kaelin and Johnson (1999) injected
air into a previously existing hydraulic fracture network (in a
real field) and found large (kilohertz, cross-well) changes in
P wave amplitudes but very small changes in travel times (al-
though dispersion is noted). Ultrasonic laboratory experiments
by Groenenboom et al. (1999); de Pater et al. (2001) suggest
that diffractions from fracture tips may be more important than
previously thought and that S-waves are more sensitive to in-
duced changes than P-waves.

A problem with VSP geometries used in previous studies is
that geophones had to be deployed in a suitably positioned ob-
servation well, as it would have been impractical to deploy
them in the treatment well. Recent use of DAS for record-
ing seismic data has removed this difficulty because a fiber-
optic (FO) cable can be installed in the treatment well. In
fact, treatment wells often have FO cables installed for non-
seismic purposes such as connection to pressure and tempera-
ture gauges, Distributed Temperature Sensing (DTS) and noise
logging. The same cable allows completely non-intrusive seis-
mic recording during treatment. DAS is similar to an array of
seismic sensors placed along the entire length of the fiber. A
typical DAS system is comprised of a Coherent Optical Time
Domain Interferometer, commonly referred to as the light-box
or Interrogator Unit connected to an in-well FO cable at the
surface. The interrogator unit emits short laser pulses into the
fiber and analyzes the Rayleigh back-scattering to probe the
strain along the fiber. Several field trials conducted recently in
onshore wells (Mestayer et al., 2011, 2012; Miller et al., 2012)
as well as offshore wells (Mateeva et al., 2013) demonstrate
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that DAS is a feasible technology for VSP. In this paper, we
describe an experiment where time-lapse seismic data were
recorded on a DAS fiber in a treatment well for a hydrofrac
in a Shell-owned gas field and discuss the time-lapse changes
due to stimulation. Given the field geometry and sensitivity
of DAS to axial strain only, we mainly discuss changes in P-
waves though S-waves may be the most sensitive to changes
due to fracturing.

FIELD EXPERIMENT
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Figure 1: (a) Survey plan-view (b) Well completion schematic
and scaled stage lengths. The tick marks indicate the stages
that have time-lapse DAS data.

The field experiment featured DAS monitoring of a hydraulic
fracture in a treatment well. The 13601 ft (MD) long well is
drilled in fluvial deposits from the cretaceous period. The well
is deviated near the surface but turns to vertical after about
7500 ft. The time-lapse survey was a near offset VSP sur-
vey using Vibroseis trucks as sources and DAS as seismic re-
ceivers. There were three source locations, each with, two Vi-
broseis trucks placed bumper-to-bumper. Source locations 1,
2, and 3 were approximately 1380 ft, 740 ft and 1010 ft away
from the surface projection of the vertical section of the well,
respectively (see Figure 1(a)). The Vibroseis trucks were acti-
vated sequentially for each location, with 32 sweeps, of 16/4
sweep/listen times (seconds) per location. The sweep signal
was linear in frequency with a bandwidth of 6-80 Hz. The
FO cable was installed on the production tubing of the well
and was cemented between 6500 ft (measured depth, M.D.)
and the bottom of the well. The DAS data were acquired with
the ‘ODH3’ interrogator unit of Optasense at 20 kHz sampling
rate. DAS data were acquired so that receivers were spaced
8 m apart along the cable and the strain at each receiver was
recorded over a gauge length ∗ of 40 m. A total of 19 stages
(from 9200 ft M.D. to 13601 ft M.D.) were stimulated in the
well over a period of 10 days. The stages were about 200 ft
apart (plug to plug distance), except for stage 2, which was
longer. A schematic of the well completion and a scaled dia-
gram of stage lengths are shown in Figure 1(b). Seismic data
were collected before, during and after stimulation of some
of the 19 stages as shown in the Figure 1(b), as seismic ac-
quisition was limited to daylight hours. Over the course of

∗Gauge length is roughly the distance between two points, about each receiver location in
the cable, from which the scattered light is analyzed to measure the strain.

the well completion, a total of 5805 sweeps were collected.
The DAS seismic data was collected at 20 kHz sampling rate,
but output at 1 KHz sampling to reduce the data volume (after
suitable anti-alias filtering 2- 500 Hz). We refer to the down-
sampled data as raw data. There are a total of 517 receivers
in the well. The zone of interest (all 19 stages) lies between
receivers# 350 to 517. Receivers are numbered ascending from
shallower depth to deeper depth.

Analysis of the data was centered on detailed scrutiny of oper-
ator logs and manipulation of seismic data to provide displays
that were sensitive to details, easy to understand and amenable
to viewing the entire picture of this complex multi-stage frac-
ture treatment. First arrival P waves were the primary subject
but work has also been done on reflections. In the following
sections, we discuss the analysis in detail.

DATA PROCESSING

In the down-sampled raw data delivered by Optasense we ob-
serve large spiky noise, low frequency noise related to tem-
perature fluctuations in the well and random optical noise that
appears on all receivers equally at the same time. Spikes are
first removed from the traces by identifying them based on a
amplitude cut-off and setting the value to zero. We then ap-
ply a band-pass filter to retain data between 8-90 Hz and re-
move the low-frequency temperature noise. The filtered data
still contain random optical noise. We apply a median filter
along the receiver/depth direction to each shot gather to re-
move the optical noise. As we mentioned earlier, there were
32 sweeps at each source location. Data from the 32 sweeps
are median stacked to improve signal-to-noise ratio. The stack
is then correlated with the Vibroseis sweep signal to obtain
a record similar to a source gather with an impulsive source.
Before analyzing the stacks for time-lapse changes we need to
minimize the changes caused by source and receiver coupling.
We built a filter that matched the monitor data to baseline data
for selected receivers (receivers# 255 to 355) above the stim-
ulation zone where we do not expect time-lapse changes. We
chose the time window from 400 ms to 1200 ms to build the
matching filter so that reflections from the stimulated zone are
not included. The acausal matching filter is built in the fre-
quency domain but applied in the time domain after truncation
to 400 ms length and tapering using a Tukey window. Linear
coherent events in the matched stacks are then enhanced by
FX-filtering. The Fx-filter used a moving window of length 64
ms and 15 traces centered about the current trace. Time-lapse
attributes are extracted after fx-filtering.

TIME-LAPSE OBSERVATIONS

Figures 2(a), 2(b) show processed stacks (after fx-filtering) be-
fore and after stimulation of stage# 9. We observe strong di-
rect P-arrivals and reflections. As expected from the geome-
try of the experiment, shear-waves are barely observable and
they are almost at the level of the background noise. Thus,
we focus our attention on changes in P-wave. The simplest
time-lapse attribute is the difference between the baseline pre-
stimulation stack and the monitor post-stimulation stack. An-
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Figure 2: (a)Pre-stimulation Stack (b)Post-stimulation Stack.

other attribute we looked at is the Normalized Difference in
Root Mean Square (NDRMS). This is the difference in the
RMS of the baseline trace and the monitor trace over a moving
window (100 ms) normalized by the RMS of baseline trace in
a window around the first arrival (direct P). The normalization
corrects for the energy differences between deeper and shal-
lower receivers. NDRMS is a measure of relative change in
energy due to time-lapse changes.

NDRMS(t)=

√∑T/2
−T/2 B(t + τ)2/T −

√∑T/2
−T/2 M(t + τ)2/T√∑T

0 B(t0 + τ)2/T
(1)

where T is the window length, B is baseline trace, M is monitor
trace and t0 is the time of first break. The sum is over τ . For the
current study we took T= 100 ms. Our convention is that the
sign is positive when the baseline is stronger than the monitor.
This will correspond to light colors in our plots. The third at-
tribute we looked at is time-shift. Possible changes in the P and
S-wave velocities due to hydraulic stimulation may result in
time-delay or time-advance of the arrivals in the monitor data.
Time-shift is extracted from the matched stacks prior to Fx-
filtering. Since the changes are small and time-shifts may be
below the sampling rate (1 ms), we first up-sample the data by
10 times higher using sinc interpolation. Then, the time-shift is
measured by correlating over a moving window of length 100
ms. Positive time-shifts correspond to time-advance (monitor
arrives before baseline) and negative time-shifts correspond to
time-delay. Time-lapse attributes can be obtained by compar-
ing stacks just before and after stimulation of each stage. We
refer to them as Local time-lapse attributes. We can also com-
pare changes with respect to a global baseline stack before the
stimulation of the first stage, which helps us to look at how
changes build up as stages are progressively stimulated. We
refer to these as Global time-lapse attributes. In the following
section, we present results when the Vibroseis was at source
location 2 (the smallest offset). The observations were similar
for data acquired from the other two source locations.

Local Time-Lapse Attributes
We first focus on local time-lapse changes from stage# 9 and
then summarize the results from all the other stages. To test the
repeatability of the DAS survey and our processing approach
we first compare two stacks (32 sweeps each) collected prior
to the stimulation of Stage# 9. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the
difference and NDRMS between these two stacks. The changes
are predominantly noise as expected. The RMS values of the
difference and NDRMS for all times at receivers 350 to 517 are
0.006 and 0.012, respectively. This gives an estimate of the

difference and NDRMS caused by noise. We may not be able
to detect or rely on time-lapse attributes that are smaller than
this. Now, looking at changes due to stimulation: Figures 3(c)
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Figure 3: (a) Local difference, (b) Local NDRMS between two
pre-stimulation stacks. (c) Local difference, (d) Local NDRMS
between pre & post-stimulation stacks for stage# 9. The yel-
low line represents the plug location for the stage.

& 3(d) show the time-lapse changes between pre-stimulation
baseline stack and post-stimulation monitor stack. The moni-
tor stack is obtained 2 hrs after the end of stimulation. We see
that the time-lapse attributes are noisier above the plug since
the well is noisy soon after stimulation. Observe the systematic
changes near the plug. In general, the first arrival is amplified
in a zone above the plug (dark colors: negative NDRMS) and
it is attenuated below the plug. The change from amplifica-
tion to attenuation is at the location of plug. We also com-
pared changes due to placement of a plug and conclude that
plug placement does not have any effect on the time-lapse at-
tributes. Since the time-lapse changes are predominantly visi-
ble in the direct arrival, we extract the mean NDRMS and time-
shifts about a window of 100 ms around the peak of the first
arrival, at each receiver, for all stages and summarize the re-
sults in 4(a) and 4(b). NDRMS shows amplification (darker)
above the plug and attenuation (lighter) below the plug for all
the stages. The size of the amplified zone differs for differ-
ent stages. However, the zone of attenuation is about the same
size (8-10 receivers) for all the stages. The match to about
two gauge lengths might be coincidental or it might represent
a very short response right at the plug that is spread out by the
optical measurement. The time-shifts are minute (sub ms) and
we observe very small time-advances for the receivers just be-
low the plug. The wavelet is slightly distorted just below the
plug after stimulation and the time-advance is probably due
to change in wavelet shape. The number of sweeps per stack
for the first three stages was only 8 and thus the time-lapse
attributes are very noisy for these stages.

Global Time-Lapse Attributes:

Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the cumulative changes until the
stimulation of stage# 9. Observe that the changes are mostly
visible in the direct P-wave. As with the local time-lapse re-
sults, we summarize the results for all the stages in Figures
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Figure 4: (a) Local NDRMS (b) Local Time-shifts. In both the
figures, each row represents time-lapse changes between pre
and post-stimulation stacks for different stages. The red dots
denote the location of the plug for each stage.

5(c) and 5(d) by extracting the attributes along the first ar-
rival. In all stages, we observe time-lapse changes in the shal-
low region that was not stimulated (receiver# 250 to 350) that
don’t seem to build up with the stimulation of each consec-
utive stage. Notice that we don’t observe them in the local
time-lapse attributes for later stages either. We conclude that
these changes occurred when the well was first pressurized and
they could be due to coupling changes as a result of change
in stress state. Similar to Local NDRMS the transition from
amplified zone to attenuated zone occurs at the plug. While
Local NDRMS change generally occurred near the stimulated
zone, Global NDRMS change occurs over the entire well, with
signal cumulatively building up below each stage. Also, an at-
tenuated zone from the current stage masks the amplified zone
in the previous stage and we see an increasingly large size of
the attenuated zones. This also means that the attenuation is
a long-lived change that doesn’t disappear soon after stimula-
tion. One outlier is stage# 2 where the amplified (dark) zone
corresponding at about receiver# 500, is noticeable even after
stimulation of subsequent stages. Stage# 2 covered a larger
depth range than the other stages (see Figure 1(b)) and the
attenuated zone from stage# 3 stimulation probably does not
extend enough to mask the amplification. Based on this we ar-
gue that even the amplification changes when not masked are
long-lived. Global time-shifts, though noisy, show tiny time-
advances progressively accumulating below the plug. As for
Local time-shifts, it is probably due to wavelet distortion at the
plugs as the well is progressively stimulated. Given the con-
stant size of the attenuating zone and small distortion in the
wavelet just below the plug, it is possible that the attenuation
zone is due to decrease in coupling/damage in cement at the
plug. On the contrary, it is hard to explain an increase in cou-
pling after stimulation leading to amplification. The zone of
amplification is probably due to formation changes and may
provide a measure of fracture height at the well.

Unlike previous studies, we see significant changes in the P-
wave amplitude within the zone of stimulation. It is important
to note that other studies observed changes from a monitoring
well and did not have sensors within the zone of stimulation.
We did numerical time-lapse VSP studies by perturbing the
medium properties within a zone around the borehole. Nu-
merical simulations show that either a) a vertical linear-slip
interface b) a decrease in S-wave velocity or c) an increase in
P-wave velocity within the zone of stimulation are consistent
with P-wave amplification within the zone of stimulation. In-
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Figure 5: (a) Global difference, (b) Global NDRMS after stim-
ulation of Stage# 9. (c) Global NDRMS, (d) Global time-shift
for all stages. The yellow lines in (a), (b) indicate the plug lo-
cation for stage 9 and the blue lines indicate plug locations for
other stages.

terpretation of the data is still ongoing and comparison with
other conventional diagnostics, production data might provide
useful insights.

CONCLUSIONS

This study represents the first attempt to monitor hydraulic
fracturing with an active seismic source and DAS fiber in the
treatment well during hydraulic fracturing. The experiment
demonstrated that DAS is usable for time-lapse fracture mon-
itoring. We observe P-wave amplification above the plug of
each stage and attenuation below the plug. These time-lapse
changes are permanent over the period of well completion.
Interpreting the observed seismic changes in terms of forma-
tion changes is challenging and our work on that continues.
However, we speculate that the size of the amplified zone may
correlate with fracture height at the well. The geometry of
this VSP acquisition was not optimal, especially for studying
changes in S-waves which may be stronger than those in P
waves. A future experiment with sources at a larger offset,
may yield a more complete time-lapse picture.
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